
Animal Care & Training Internship Frequently Asked Questions

Logistics

How long is the internship?
The internship is designed to give participants a comprehensive experience over the
course of 12 – 14 weeks. Specific start and end dates of each session are determined
based on intern availability, housing accommodations, and facility needs.

Is the internship paid or will a stipend be provided?
The Animal Care & Training Internship at DPMMR is an unpaid position. Interns do not
receive monetary compensation for their position as an intern, but rather hands-on
experience in the field of marine mammal care. Should other positions in the company
become available (e.g., photo department) during the internship, interested applicants
will be considered for these paid positions on the applicant’s days off or scheduled off
time throughout the week.

Does DPMMR provide housing or transportation?
DPMMR does not provide housing or transportation for interns. However, the intern
coordinators assist with identifying and acquiring short-term housing options in close
proximity to DPMMR. The units are furnished and usually include utilities. Monthly rent
typically ranges between $900 and $1,500 per month. Prices are subject to change and
shared rentals incur lower fees per individual.

Can I receive college credit for completing the Animal Care & Training internship?
It may be possible to acquire academic credit from your hosting university for the
DPMMR internship. However, these opportunities and conditions vary among colleges
and universities, and students are responsible for making these arrangements and
clarifying the conditions for the receipt of academic credit prior to arriving on-site. Our
internship coordinators will communicate with your professors as needed and will act as
on-site advisors for the duration of your internship. If you are a RSMAS student and
are looking to complete the internship for your course requirements coinciding
with completion of an MPS project please contact Dr. Holli Eskelinen and Dr. Jill
Richardson at hollie@dpmmr.org and jrichardson@miami.edu to apply.
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Application Process

Will I be contacted about the progress of my application?
Interns will be contacted throughout the application process by the intern coordinators
concerning the status of their application and to relay other pertinent information.
Applicants are individually rated and scored, based upon the quality of the completed
application and phone interview. All candidates will be contacted within 2 – 4 weeks,
and both accepted and rejected applications will be notified.

Can I apply for more than one internship?
Interns may apply for multiple internships. Please submit a separate application for
each internship program you are applying for, as each program has separate questions
relevant to the program.

I am an international student; can I apply?
International applicants are welcome to apply to any of the internships at DPMMR.
However, DPMMR requires all international students go through the J-1 VISA process
through Experience International (www.expint.org). This VISA program is appropriate
for the type of internship program DPMMR offers, and offers the applicants protection
while they are with us.

Can anyone apply for the internship?
DPMMR accepts applicants from a wide variety of backgrounds (e.g., biology, marine
science, psychology, ecology) and experience levels (i.e., undergraduate, graduate,
new to the field). All applicants must be at least 18 years of age by the start date of
their internship and must have completed at least one semester of college.

Can I submit my application early for the next internship session?
Applications are accepted on a rolling basis and it is recommended for applicants to
submit an application 0 – 3 months before the application deadline for the desired
session.

How many positions are available each session?
DPMMR hosts approximately 3 – 6 animal care & training interns per session.



If I am selected as an intern, what happens next?
After being accepted to the internship, the intern coordinators will assist the
participants in finding affordable housing, as well as provide them with supplementary
information regarding internship specifics and arrival instructions.

Internship Details

What is a typical day for an Animal Care & Training intern like?
Although each day is unique and different at DPMMR, interns can expect to participate
in similar animal care and training tasks each day. Most days will include assisting with
fish kitchen, delivering educational talks to our guests, observing guest interaction
sessions, assisting trainers with husbandry behaviors like voluntary hydrations,
maintaining a sanitary facility by helping animal care staff clean and disinfect supplies
and areas, participating in session prep, and a variety of other day to day tasks.

Will this internship lead to a job?
Although DPMMR considers previous interns when hiring, interns are not guaranteed a
job at the end of their internship. We encourage all of our interns to treat their time
with us as a 12 – 14 week working interview and an opportunity for marked
professional growth.

How many hours a week will I work?
Interns can expect to work approximately 40 hours each week. Typically interns are
scheduled for 5 days a week, 8 hours a day. Shifts typically begin at 8:30 am and
include a 1-hour lunch break.

Will I have days off? Will they be together?
Interns have two days off each week and we typically schedule these days together.
The intern coordinators are flexible with scheduling requests. However, coordinators
typically schedule interns so that there is an even number of interns throughout the
week and adequate coverage each day.

What is the dress code?
Interns will be provided with intern T-shirts upon arrival at DPMMR and are able to
purchase additional shirts if desired. Interns are expected to wear the uniform shirt or a
plain t-shirt at all times while the public is present at the facility. Each intern will also be
required to wear plain black, grey, or navy water friendly shorts. Shorts can be board



shorts, workout shorts, or cotton but Speedos and other skin-tight shorts are not
permitted. Female interns are encouraged to wear a one-piece swimsuit that covers
the full body underneath their uniform, and may not wear Bikinis or other two-piece
suits. Key Largo is typically warm and humid and can experience daily rain showers
through most of the year. Therefore, interns should consider the weather and nature of
the position when selecting attire. All interns are encouraged to bring a personal rain
jacket.

Will I get to interact with animals?
Animal Care & Training interns are immersed into the daily care of our marine mammal
family. Therefore, interns can expect to interact with the dolphins as appropriate.
Typically, interns assist trainers with training sessions by acting as a mock guest during
interaction training, tapping target poles for aerial behaviors, and acting as a
husbandry assistant for husbandry sessions. Interns who excel with the curriculum can
earn the opportunity to learn to feed and “B-point” with dolphins under close
guidance of senior animal care staff. Although it is our goal for interns to interact with
animals in an educational manner each opportunity we get, interactions with the
animals are based on what is best for the animals and not guaranteed.

Will I get to respond to stranded or injured marine mammals?
No, this internship focuses on the care & training of our resident population of Atlantic
bottlenose dolphins and the focus of the internship is on the dolphins in our
permanent care. During this time, if a stranding occurs, interns MAY be asked to assist
in the response. However, these opportunities are rare and depend heavily on facility
needs, intern interest, and of course what is best for all animals involved. Thus, we
cannot guarantee that interns will be able to assist or participate in the rescue or
rehabilitation of wild marine mammals.

Who do I contact if I have other questions?
If you have other questions regarding the Animal Care & Training internship, please
contact Cristina Cuhel,  Kayla Lucero and Jacky Orkiz via email at intern@dpmmr.org
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